
 A Raindrop’s Journey

 The water on Earth has been recycled for ___________  years!  The water you 
                                                                                              number  

___________   today was ___________ by ___________ . How does this happen? Let’s 
          verb                     verb ending in –ed        historical figure 

___________  the journey of a raindrop.  
           verb 

 First, the raindrop ___________  from the sky and ___________  on the 
    verb ending in –s        verb ending in -s 

ground near a(n) ___________ . The  ___________  uses the raindrop to ___________  a 
   type of plant        same plant      verb 

___________  leaf.  
      adjective 

 Then a(n) ___________  ___________   the leaf. When the ___________  gets hot,  
    animal      verb ending in –s        same animal 

It sweats through its ___________ . The raindrop evaporates and returns to the sky.  
            body part 

 ___________  raindrops join together to form a ___________ . The ___________   
        number              nound   same noun 

turns into a ___________  thunderstorm ___________  the Atlantic Ocean. The raindrop  
       adjective       preposition 

falls ___________  the ocean. It will stay here for ___________  ___________ .  
   preposition       number            measure of time 

Eventually, the raindrop will evaporate or be ___________  by a(n) ___________.  
                  verb ending in –ed         aquatic animal 

  



Super Starfish 

 Starfish are ___________ animals, and aren’t actually fish. They don’t have  
       adjective 

___________ or a(n) ___________. There are over ___________species of starfish. Here  
    body part   body part      number 

are some fun starfish facts! 
 

 Starfish have ___________ skin and ___________ feet. Their feet grip __________ 1.
          adjective                                    adjective                                                         adverb                    
on to surfaces to help them ___________.  

                                                         verb 

 A starfish usually has ___________ arms, but they can as many as ___________. If  2.
                                            number                                                                        number 
they lose an arm, they can regrow it! How ___________ is that? 

                                                                                         adjective 
3. A starfish has ___________eyes, and they’re located on the tips of their 

number                        
__________.   
      body part 

 Starfish like to eat clams, snails, and ___________. Instead of ___________their 4.
                                                                    animal, plural                                       verb 
food, a starfish  ___________ their stomach out of their ___________ to absorb  
                              verb ending in –s                                                                body part 

their meal.  

 Starfish don’t have blood. Instead they use ___________. A ___________ pore on 5.
                                                                                     liquid                         adjective 

their body pulls in ___________from the ocean.  
                                     same liquid 



 


